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Delhi is the most popular city of India. It has a wide range of five start deluxe luxury hotel. It is a
metropolitan city with lots of government offices and embassies. Numerous of the popular hotels in
India are located in New Delhi. Tends to, all the major hotel chains have their branches in the city.
These hotels serve splendid hospitality and put down an eternal feeling on the minds of visitor.

Delhi is the first priority in the travel list to visit the country. Delhi hotels have been identified
internationally for their friendly behavior with the guests and wonderful services. If you are looking
for a hotel in Delhi and you are confuse to get suitable luxury hotel then here in this article we I will
disclose some of well known luxury Hotels in New Delhi.

The Taj Palace

Taj Palace Hotel is a wonderful hotel that presents its excellence in services and hospitality. Keep
different position in service, facilities and of course friendly behavior by its staffs. This is the only
hotel in the top position close to Gurgaon and just 20 minutes away from the domestic and
international airport. Traditional interior and mesmerizing atmosphere make the rooms at this hotel a
best choice for the luxury visitors.

The Lalit Hotels:

Located in the heart of City the Lalit hotel is most preferred hotel by tourists. It is basically famous
for its services and hospitality. Decorated with Indian Art with a blend of contemporary designs
symbolizes the rich culture of India. This hotel is best for business, leisure and corporate. The
travelers prefer the Lalit Hotel as it is close to Jama Masjid, India Gate and Red Fort, etc. Apart from
this guest can enjoy various multi-cuisine delicacies.

Sheraton New Delhi

The hotel Sheraton keeps a good rank in the hospitality industry. No hotel shows the actual Indian
hospitality then the Sheraton. The hotel Sheraton is the leading 5 star hotels in Delhi. Situated in the
main place in New Delhi, The Sheraton is a landmark for visitors. Hotels determined to serve quality
in each contact with a knowledge that builds positive relations for long-term.

Le Meridien

Le Meridien is lies just 2 km from the Rashtrapati Bhawan - the residence of Indiaâ€™s first person. The
hotel is set between the attractive shopping and districts in New Delhi. One of the best luxury and
commerce hotels Le Meridien presents magnificent amenities for the tourists. Wonderful decor,
comfortable atmosphere and different interiors build Le Meridien; Delhi is just heaven for the
luxurious tourists. Ready with all the amenities, the hotel really take care of each things to offer the
best services to the tourists.
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Author now completely to stay in India just because of its most valuable peace destinations and she
is traveling plan for a Hotels in Delhi and share the unexpected view about luxury destinations of
india.He gives advices for world's people stay in Luxury Hotels in India with cheapest prices
specially in a Sheraton New Delhi.
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